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tis the season for summer block-

busters, which, more often than

not, means tons of money spent

on cutting-edge graphics and visuals. So, in

this issue, we put the spotlight on a cou-

ple of films with eye-popping effects. 

Fortunately, a big chunk of that

Hollywood dough was sent north of the

border recently, to a Toronto graphics

company called TOYBOX. There, the bizarre

and sometimes beautiful computer generated effects for the new Jennifer Lopez

thriller, The Cell, were programmed, painted and produced. I spoke with Dennis Berardi,

Visual Effects Supervisor for TOYBOX, about the innovative project, working with Lopez

and the future of his rapidly changing industry. See “Committed to The Cell,” page 28.

We also talk to Kevin Bacon, star of the $85-millon project Hollow Man,

about playing a scientist who develops the technology to make people invisible and

then tests it on himself. As Kevin told Stephen Schaefer in “Seeing Through Kevin

Bacon,” page 14, playing a character who is invisible doesn’t mean you can slack off

as an actor. In fact, the process of becoming barely-there was absolutely grueling. 

Strangely, as we enter this season of high-powered, big-budget cinematic

extravaganzas, a producer known for making just that type of film is coming out

with something completely different. In terms of profits, Jerry Bruckheimer is

Hollywood’s most successful producer. His movies — Top Gun, The Rock, Armageddon,

Gone in 60 Seconds — have made more money than those of anyone else. And yet,

this summer, he’s throwing away his prosperous megawatt formula in favour of a funny,

character-driven story called Coyote Ugly. Is it a change of heart, or just an experiment?

David Giammarco finds out in “Will Coyote Ugly Make a Pretty Penny?,” page 20.

And if you’re a diehard film fan, we don’t have to tell you that film festival

season is just a month away. Actors, filmmakers and cinephiles from all over the

world will soon flock to Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver to see and be seen. In “Let

the Film Fests Begin,” page 18, we give you all the preliminary info you need to know,

and whet your appetite with a history of the three big Canadian celebrations of cinema.

— Marni Weisz
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Thomas and the Magic Railroad (July 26)
Who’s In It? Alec Baldwin, Peter Fonda, 
Mara Wilson
Who Directed? Britt Allcroft (Thomas the Tank
Engine & Friends TV series)
What’s It About? Lily, an 11-year-old girl (Wilson)
on her way to visit her lonely grandfather (Fonda),
gets on the wrong train and ends up in the town
of Shining Time. There, she meets a magical con-
ductor (Baldwin) who takes her on an adventure
to Thomas the Tank Engine’s Island of Sodor.

Nutty Professor II: The Klumps (July 28)
Who’s In It? Eddie Murphy, Janet Jackson
Who Directed? Peter Segal (Tommy Boy)
What’s It About? Sherman Klump (Murphy)
thought he had seen the last of his alter-ego,
Buddy Love, but Love is back and trying to make it
on his own. Having done his best to keep Buddy
buried in his subconscious, the portly and painfully
shy professor is horrified to find him resurfacing
with untimely outbursts and threatening his plans
to marry colleague Denise Gains (Jackson). 

Autumn in New York (August 4)
Who’s In It? Richard Gere, Winona Ryder, 
Jill Hennessy
Who Directed? Joan Chen (Xiu Xiu: The Sent Down Girl)
What’s It About? Gere plays the playboy owner of
one of New York’s hottest restaurants. No woman
can seem to nail him down. That is, until Charlotte
Fielding (Ryder) comes along.

Space Cowboys (August 4)
Who’s In It? Clint Eastwood, Tommy Lee Jones,
James Garner, Donald Sutherland
Who Directed? Clint Eastwood (Unforgiven)
What’s It About? A satellite launched in 1960 has
malfunctioned, and to prevent it from crashing to
Earth an older astronaut, who knows its inner
workings (Eastwood), is asked to fix it. He agrees,
but only if three of his old pilot buds (Jones, Garner
and Sutherland) who were overlooked by the as-
tronaut training program are allowed to come
along. Some scenes were shot at NASA headquar-
ters in Cape Canaveral, Florida and Houston, Texas. 

Coyote Ugly (August 4)
Who’s In It? Piper Perabo, Tyra Banks
Who Directed? David McNally (debut)
What’s It About? Produced by Jerry Bruckheimer
(Gone in 60 Seconds) and based on a GQ article,
this romantic comedy tells the story of one girl’s

(Perabo) move to New York to make it as a singer.
Instead, she finds fun and adventure in her “day”
job as a barmaid at the Coyote Ugly — a rundown
country bar where you get to dance on the tables.
See Jerry Bruckheimer interview, page 20.

Hollow Man (August 4)
Who’s In It? Kevin Bacon, Elisabeth Shue, Josh Brolin
Who Directed? Paul Verhoeven (Total Recall)
What’s It About? A sci-fi concept first proposed by
H.G. Wells in The Invisible Man gets the modern
treatment in this movie about a government scien-
tist at a top-secret military lab who devises a way
to make people invisible. He tries it out on himself
and it works. But his colleagues can’t (or won’t)
reverse the effects, so he sets out to get revenge
on them. See Kevin Bacon interview, page 14.

Save the Last Dance (August 11)
Who’s In It? Julia Stiles, Fredro Starr
Who Directed? Thomas Carter (Swing Kids)
What’s It About? Stiles plays a girl from a small
town whose life is turned upside down when her
mother dies in a car accident. She moves to the
south side of Chicago to live with her father and
falls in love with an African American boy (Starr)
with a troubled past.

Bless the Child (August 11)
Who’s In It? Kim Basinger, Jimmy Smits
Who Directed? Chuck Russell (The Mask)
What’s It About? Based on the novel by Cathy Cash
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the big picture

TAKE A RIDE WITH SPACE COWBOYS,  
JOIN THE CREW OR SPEND AUTUMN IN NEW YORK

▼ ▼

Clint Eastwood 
in Space Cowboys

Richard Gere 
and Jill Hennessy
in Autumn in New York
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Spellman, the story follows Maggie O’Connell
(Basinger), a nurse who finds herself in the middle of
a plot to carry out a biblical prophecy after her six-
year-old niece is targeted by Satanists. Smits plays a
cop who tries to help Maggie beat the bad guys.

The Replacements (August 11)
Who’s In It? Keanu Reeves, Gene Hackman, 
Jon Favreau
Who Directed? Howard Deutch (Pretty in Pink)
What’s It About? Well, it’s not about the
Minneapolis-based rock group of the same
name, but rather is based on the 1987 NFL strike
during which teams chose to recruit “scab” play-
ers. Reeves plays the scab QB of the Washington
Sentinels, while his coach is played by Gene
Hackman. Football analysts John Madden and
Pat Summerall make cameos.   

Bedazzled (August 11)
Who’s In It? Brendan Fraser, Elizabeth Hurley
Who Directed? Harold Ramis (Analyze This)
What’s It About? A nerdy office worker (Fraser)
makes a deal with the Devil (Hurley) in an at-
tempt to become cool. But that’s never a good
idea, is it? This is a remake of the hilarious 1967
comedy starring Dudley Moore and Peter Cook.

Godzilla 2000 (August 18)
Who’s In It? Hiroshi Abe, Takehiro Murata
Who Directed? Takao Okawara (Godzilla vs. Mothra)
What’s It About? Do not be alarmed — this is not
a sequel to the 1998 Godzilla starring Matthew
Broderick, but rather a good ol’ fashioned throw-
back to the days when Godzilla was played by a
man in a rubber suit (in this case, Tsutomu
Kitagawa). Aside from Godzilla vs. Mothra, direc-
tor Okawara also brought us Godzilla vs. Space
Godzilla and Godzilla vs. Mechagodzilla.

The Cell (August 18)
Who’s In It? Jennifer Lopez, Vince Vaughn,
Vincent D’Onofrio
Who Directed? Tarsem (debut) 
What’s It About? Lopez plays a psychologist
who uses brand-new technology to travel inside
the mind of a comatose serial killer (D’Onofrio)
and find clues that may save his latest victim, a
missing girl. Director Tarsem has previously done

only commercials and music videos, including
R.E.M.’s award-winning “Losing My Religion”. 
A team from Toronto digital effects company
TOYBOX, headed by Dennis Berardi, worked on
the film.  See Dennis Berardi interview, page 28.

The Crew (August 25)
Who’s In It? Richard Dreyfuss, Burt Reynolds, 
Dan Hedaya
Who Directed? Michael Dinner (Heaven Help Us)
What’s It About? The residents (Dreyfuss,
Hedaya, Reynolds) at the ratty old Raj Mahal
seniors home along trendy South Beach, Miami,
revolt when they learn of plans to turn their
home-sweet-home into an upscale residence
with rents to match. But, their seemingly simple
scheme to save the Raj goes terribly wrong when
a paranoid drug lord becomes involved.

Bring It On (August 25)
Who’s In It? Kirsten Dunst, Gabrielle Union, 
Jesse Bradford
Who Directed? Peyton Reed (The Love Bug)
What’s It About? Dunst plays the All-American
captain of her high school’s cheerleading squad.
Everything seems wonderful until she realizes
that her predecessor had been stealing cheer-
leading routines from their rival squad, and now
that squad wants to even the score.

Town and Country (August 25)
Who’s In It? Warren Beatty, Diane Keaton, 
Goldie Hawn
Who Directed? Peter Chelsom (The Mighty)
What’s It About? Porter Stoddard (Beatty) is a
prominent New York architect who is going
through a mid-life crisis, and isn’t sure he wants
to stay hitched to his wife, Ellie (Keaton). So, he
starts to play around. Then, he realizes his wife
wasn’t so bad after all. Can he get her back? 

Highlander: Endgame (August 25)
Who’s In It? Adrian Paul, Christopher Lambert
Who Directed? Douglas Aarniokoski (debut)
What’s It About? A band of swashbuckling
immortals roam the earth in this fourth install-
ment of the Highlander series. 

Art of War (August 25)
Who’s In It? Wesley Snipes, Donald Sutherland,
Anne Archer
Who Directed? Christian Duguay (The Assignment)
What’s It About? Snipes plays a secret agent who
is forced to go underground after being accused
of killing a Chinese ambassador. But when terror-
ists threaten the United Nations he has to come
out of hiding to take care of them. 

All release dates are subject to change.

the big picture

check www.famousplayers.com for showtimes and locations

Godzilla 2000

Kirsten Dunst (front left) leads her
cheerleading squad in Bring it On

▼ ▼





KEANU REEVES
Now appearing in… The Replacements, in
which he plays Shane “Footsteps” Falco, a hard-
luck quarterback who can’t get a break. That is,
until NFL players go on strike and the teams
decide to recruit scab players. Gene Hackman
plays Falco’s hard-nosed coach. The movie was
directed by Howard Deutch who helmed Pretty
in Pink back in 1986.

Bio bits: Born September 2, 1964 in Beirut,
Lebanon, to an English mother, Patricia Reeves,
and a Hawaiian/Chinese father, Samuel Nowlin.
Keanu was named after his great-great uncle
and his name means “cool breeze over the
mountains” in Hawaiian. His parents divorced
and went their separate ways when Keanu was
just a toddler. His father moved to Hawaii and
his mother took Keanu and his sister, Kim, to
New York where Mom met and married director
Paul Aaron. But New York wasn’t the right place
to raise kids, so they moved to family-friendly
Toronto, where Keanu lived until his early twen-
ties. While in Toronto, he attended Jesse
Ketchum Pubic School, and then four different
high schools, including De La Salle College and
the Toronto School for the Performing Arts,
before dropping out at age 17. In 1984, he
impressed Toronto theatre critics with a role in
the homoerotic play, Wolfboy. In 1986, a TV-

WINONA RYDER
Now appearing in… Autumn in New York, in
which she plays Charlotte Fielding, the only
woman who can capture the heart of a playboy
restaurateur played by Richard Gere. The movie
was directed by Joan Chen, who played Josie in
David Lynch’s TV series, Twin Peaks.

Bio bits: Born Winona Horowitz on October 29,
1971, she was named for the city where she
was born — Winona, Minnesota. She didn’t
start using the surname Ryder until she
appeared in 1986’s Lucas (co-starring Canadian
“Where are they now?” candidate Corey Haim).
When director David Seltzer called to ask how
she’d like to appear in the movie’s credits, one
of her father’s Mitch Ryder albums was playing
in the background. So, she named herself
Winona Ryder. Her parents, Michael and Cindy
Horowitz, were hippies who were good friends
with acid guru Timothy Leary and Beat poet
Allen Ginsberg. In fact, Leary was Winona’s god-
father. When Winona was 10, her family (Mom,
Dad, sister Sunyata and brothers Jubal and Uri)
moved to Petaluma, California (near San
Francisco), where Winona enrolled in acting
classes at the American Conservatory Theater.
Despite the role in Lucas, Hollywood didn’t take
notice of this beautiful brunette until she
played Goth, ghost-loving teen, Lydia Deitz, in

1988’s Beetlejuice opposite Michael
Keaton. The following year, a quirky
teen-angst movie called Heathers
introduced her to a whole new
audience — quirky teens. She has
since earned two Oscar nomina-
tions — one for her portrayal of
May in The Age of Innocence (1993)
and another for Jo in Little Women
(1994). Last year’s Girl, Interrupted
marked a new chapter in Ryder’s
career — she executive produced
for the first time. 

Love life: Started dating Johnny
Depp when she was 17. Depp got a
tattoo that read “Winona Forever” and
the two were engaged before they
eventually broke up. • She has also
dated Christian Slater, Soul Asylum’s
David Pirner, David Duchovny and,
most recently, Matt Damon.

Interesting tidbits: She didn’t make her first
talk show appearance until 1999 when she was
on The Tonight Show to promote Girl, Interrupted.
• She had accepted, but then turned down the
role of Mary (which then went to Sofia Coppola)
in Francis Ford Coppola’s The Godfather III.
Ryder said she was exhausted from making one
movie after another, but some said it was prob-
lems with then-boyfriend Johnny Depp that led
to her collapse. She soon checked herself into a
psychiatric institution for a short stay and 
started a therapy regimen. 

Sample roles: Susanna Kaysen in Girl, Interrupted
(1999); Annalee in Alien: Resurrection (1997);
Abigail in The Crucible (1996); Finn in How to
Make an American Quilt (1995); Jo in Little Women
(1994); Lelaina in Reality Bites (1994); May in The
Age of Innocence (1993); Mina in Bram Stoker’s
Dracula (1992); Kim in Edward Scissorhands (1990);
Charlotte in Mermaids (1990); Myra in Great Balls
of Fire! (1989); Veronica in Heathers (1989); Lydia
in Beetlejuice (1988); Rina in Lucas (1986)

On independence: “I’ve learned over the years
in my life that it’s bad if you rely on relationships
to make you secure. I hate to sound cynical, but I
think you should only rely on yourself. All my
friends who’ve relied on their partners have
always gotten screwed.” — Empire, April 2000

Keanu Reeves in 
The Replacements

Winona Ryder in
Autumn in New York

the players now appe
AUTUMN IN NEW YORK • THE REPLAC
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ELIZABETH HURLEY
Now appearing in… Bedazzled, a remake of
the 1967 comedy that starred Dudley Moore.
Hurley plays the Devil who grants seven wishes
to a geeky technician played by Brendan Fraser.
Harold Ramis (Analyze This) directs.

Bio bits: Born June 10, 1965, in Hampshire,
England, she is the daughter of a school-teacher
mom and a father who was in the military.
Elizabeth grew up in the suburb of Basingstoke
where she dreamed of being a dancer. When she
was 12, she packed her bags and left for a board-
ing school that specialized in ballet instruction.
By age 16 she was heavily into the punk scene
and sported spiky pink hair and a nose ring. She
eventually earned a scholarship to the London
Studio Centre where she studied dance and
theatre. After college, Hurley started working
in theatre and then, in 1987, made her big
screen debut in Aria, a collection of short films
set to classical arias. That same year she got a
role in a little Spanish movie called Remando al
Viento. The most important thing about that
movie is that she met fellow actor Hugh Grant
on set. They spent 12 weeks working long hours
together, and by the time the film wrapped, they
were a couple. They stayed together for 13 years,
through thick and thin — even when Hugh was
caught with a hooker in 1995. But, this past May,
Elizabeth and Hugh announced they were split-
ting up — although amicably. In fact, just days
later they took off for a private weekend get-
away, insisting that they were still great friends,
so why not?  Hurley’s biggest box office hit came

in 1997 when she appeared opposite Mike Myers
in Austin Powers: International Man of Mystery.

In the news for: The Gianni Versace dress she
wore to the premiere of Hugh Grant’s Four
Weddings and a Funeral in 1994. The barely-there
ensemble was held together by strategically
placed safety pins. 

Interesting tidbits: She made her American
movie debut playing a terrorist opposite Wesley
Snipes in 1992’s Passenger 57. • She is the
spokesmodel for Estée Lauder cosmetics. • She
and Hugh Grant have their own production com-
pany, Simian Films. • Hurley produced the
thriller Extreme Measures and the mob comedy
Mickey Blue Eyes, both of which starred Grant.

Sample roles: Mrs. Vanessa in Austin Powers: The
Spy Who Shagged Me (1999) and Austin Powers:
International Man of Mystery (1997); Jill in Ed TV
(1999); Brace Channing in My Favourite Martian
(1999); Sandra in Permanent Midnight (1998);
Karin in Dangerous Ground (1997); Stephanie in
Beyond Bedlam (1993); Sabrina Ritchie in
Passenger 57 (1992); Claire Clairmont in Remando
al Viento (1987); and Marietta in Aria (1987)

On her days as a punk: “When I was 16 — 
this was about 1981, ‘82 — the thing to be in
Basingstoke, the suburb I grew up in, was punk.
Which, as any hip person will tell you, was way
past its sell-by date. But the thing to do was to
have a pierced nose and spiky hair. And I loved
the music. Still do.” — Details, September 1995

movie called Under the Influence earned Keanu
his SAG card, and later that year, with $3,000 in
his pocket, he packed his worldly possessions
into his Volvo and headed for Hollywood. He
soon landed a role in the 1987 teen drama, The
River’s Edge. His turn as the laconic, plaid-wear-
ing Matt is still considered to be one of his
best acting performances. But just two years
later he landed a completely different teen role
— the wacky airhead Ted Logan, in Bill & Ted’s
Excellent Adventures, and a star was born.

Love life: Dated Amanda de Cadenet who was
once married to John Taylor of Duran Duran.
• Had a relationship with his Matrix co-star,
Carrie-Anne Moss. • Dated former David Lynch
assistant, Jennifer Syme. 

Interesting tidbits: He crashed his beloved
motorcycle in 1996 and broke his ankle. • He
plays bass for the rock band Dogstar. They
released an album called Happy Ending this
summer. • His lack of high-profile Hollywood
girlfriends has led to rumours that he is gay.
There was even an outlandish story that he
married media-mogul David Geffen. Keanu said
he’d never even met the man. • He still retains
his Canadian citizenship.

Sample roles: Thomas A. Anderson/Neo in The
Matrix (1999); Harry in The Last Time I Committed
Suicide (1997); Kevin in The Devil’s Advocate
(1997); Jjaks Clayton in Feeling Minnesota (1996);
Johnny in Johnny Mnemonic (1995); Jack in
Speed (1994); Don John in Much Ado About
Nothing (1993); Siddhartha in Little Buddha
(1993); Jonathan Harker in Bram Stoker’s Dracula
(1992); Scott in My Own Private Idaho (1991);
Ted in Bill & Ted’s Bogus Journey (1991) and Bill &
Ted’s Excellent Adventure (1989); Todd in
Parenthood (1989); Chevalier Danceny in
Dangerous Liaisons (1988); Matt in The River’s
Edge (1987); Heaver in Youngblood (1996)

On what he brings to a relationship:
“Sincerity, passion and understanding. I’m open
about things from the first moment. I tell
women I’m still not ready for marriage and that
it’s hard for me to be faithful to only one
woman. I let them know what I have to give
physically and emotionally. I listen to them. And
I don’t think they’ve got any reason to com-
plain.” —Woman’s Own, December 1997

aring in...
EMENTS • BEDAZZLED

Elizabeth Hurley and 
Brendan Fraser 
in Bedazzled 
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if
you’d walked on to the set where Kevin
Bacon was filming his latest movie, you
might have thought he was playing the
Green Lantern in yet another screen

adaptation of a comic book, or perhaps a 
modern-day Puck in one more update of
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream.

That’s because you would have seen a man
who was covered from head-to-toe in green. “I
wore a green spandex suit with gloves, and
then either from the waist or the neck up was
painted green,” Bacon recalls. “Then I wore
green contact lenses which are the size of a
half-dollar. They cover the whole eye, with a
pinprick in the middle to see through. Oh, and

I had dentures made in green. I never want to
see them or that colour again.”  

But the reason Bacon was clad in this very
conspicuous ensemble is so the audience
wouldn’t really see him at all. You see, his new
movie, Hollow Man, tells the story of Sebastian
Caine, an arrogant scientist who develops an
invisibility formula and then tests it on himself.
Outfitting Bacon in green was the special-effects
department’s way of making him disappear. 

“I had to become the green screen in the
green-screen process,” the 42-year-old explains.
“Usually, when you film in front of a green
screen, you replace the [green] background. In
this case, the background is real and you
replace me later.”

So, why have the actor there at all? Director

Paul Verhoeven (Basic Instinct, Total Recall)
could have saved a lot of money on this big-
budget production by simply having Bacon do
voiceovers and then embellishing them with
the odd crashing vase or slamming door. But
that wasn’t the effect Verhoeven, or the effects
department, was going for. 

“They’ve come up with really great ways for
me to not so much be seen, but have you
aware of the character by using a wisp of
smoke or steam in which you catch my face,”
Bacon explains. “Or the water from the sprin-
kler system will come down and you see this
man made out of water. At one point, I make a
latex mask to cover my face and I have hollow
eyes that you can see inside. The film is amaz-
ing from an effects point, with things you’ve
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interview

While most actors 
clamour for more screen

time, the versatile Kevin
Bacon was happy to take a

lead role that rarely has him
seen at all. But as an invisi-

ble scientist in Hollow Man,
Bacon might be looking at one
of the biggest hits of his career.

By Stephen Schaefer

SEEING
THROUGH

Kevin Bacon
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never seen before. But the fact that we were
breaking new ground is painstaking.”

For example, that latex mask had to be
removed at lunchtime with a solvent and then
glued back on for the rest of the day’s shoot. “A
nightmare!” Bacon says with a moan. “It was
hard to breathe and it covered my whole head.” 

Hollow Man also stars Elisabeth Shue and
Josh Brolin as scientists Linda McKay and

Matt Kensington, who work in the secret
underground research lab with Caine. Once
they develop the formula, Caine tests it on
himself, but then finds it’s not that easy to
reverse the process. The idea of being invisible
s tar ts  to  dr ive  Caine crazy  and McKay
becomes the only one who can combat her
mad, unseen nemesis. 

Bacon had done challenging stunt work
before — filming on Colorado’s treacherous
waterways for The River Wild (1994), perform-
ing in a plunging plane that simulated zero
gravity for Apollo 13 (1995) and being shackled
and beaten for the prison film Murder in the
First (1995). So a physical challenge was noth-
ing new. And he says Verhoeven was clear
about how difficult this shoot would be from
the very beginning. Still, he wanted the role.

“There are not a lot of big films like this made
each year — or ever,” Bacon says. “To tell you
the truth, with an effects-driven script, a lot of
times you become the catalyst for the effects.
You’re just reacting. ‘Kill it.’ ‘Run away!’ It’s less
an investigation of character, which is the most
fun for me. In this case I’M the monster. I’m the
twister, or the volcano, or the earthquake or
whatever. That’s what I relished.”

When Hollow Man began shooting last year,
no one could have predicted it would take nine
months to complete. “It was a long shoot,”
Bacon confirms. “We had to shut down in the
middle for six weeks when Elisabeth ruptured
her Achilles tendon [in a gym mishap]. Her
character is the heroine, a tough scientist
broad who’s chasing me, and we couldn’t
shoot that kind of action with her in a cast.”

But Bacon knows this endurance test was
worth it, because there’s something inherently
awesome in the spectacle of man battling the
laws of nature. “Sebastian Caine is a great
character,” he says. “He’s a megalomaniac and
a brilliant scientist, with a strange kind of ultra-
voyeuristic sexual side. He’s self-centred, but
childlike in a way, and yet he has this tremen-
dous responsibility for this huge operation. The
power of invisibility sends him into this truly
evil place. He becomes a monster. And that’s
the question Paul Verhoeven wants to pose:
Given the opportunity for this kind of power,
how far do you take it?” 

Bacon’s next movie will be Steve Martin’s
Novocaine in which he has a small part as

an obnoxious actor who follows a Chicago cop
around in order to “get into character.”

Anyone who goes from starring in a big-
budget blockbuster to a cameo opposite Steve
Martin is obviously someone who doesn’t ago-
nize over billing, the size of the part or a film’s
budget. 

That, it turns out, are the Three Rules of
Kevin Bacon. They were formulated, says the

Philadelphia native, only after decades of hard
work in the movie business.

Bacon began in the movies with a small role
as the unlikable Chip Diller in what turned out
to be a monster hit — 1978’s Animal House. He
was fresh out of school, not yet 20 and eager to
make his way not as a star, but an actor.
Within a few years he would win attention with
featured work in Friday the 13th (1980) and
Diner (1982). Then he landed the movie that
would make him a star, 1984’s Footloose

“PICKING MATERIAL IS DIFFICULT AND WHENEVER YOU MAKE 
A RULE FOR WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR, SOMETHING WILL
COME ALONG AND FLIP THAT COMPLETELY,” SAYS BACON

Kevin Bacon (below), along with
Elisabeth Shue and James Brolin, 
at various stages of the experiment

▼ ▼
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(which is currently on Broadway in a stage-musicalized version).
Anyone who begins as a teenager and lasts for three decades is

doing something right. But Bacon won’t take credit for having an acute
eye when it comes to scripts or picking hits, even if he has been in JFK
(1991), A Few Good Men (1992) and Sleepers (1996). “Picking material is
difficult and whenever you make a rule for what you’re looking for,
something will come along and flip that completely,” he explains. “No
one can accuse me of being great because I’ve made a ton of bad
movies — and I’ve made movies nobody went to see. What I’ve tried to
do is, instead of figuring out why I will do something, there are three
things I take out of the equation: the size of the part, the size of the pay-
cheque and the size of the budget. Which means I can go from Hollow

Man [with its $85 million (U.S.)
budget] to My Dog Skip which
cost $5 million (U.S.), and feel
good about that and learn
something. 

“I think once you approach
your career in that way, the
sky is the limit. It doesn’t
mean you don’t fall on your
face, but at least you take
some risks.”

It doesn’t hurt that his wife,
actress Kyra Sedgwick, knows
the biz as well as he does.
The pair have been married
for 11 years and have two
kids — 10-year old Travis and
eight-year-old Sosie. They’ve
appeared together in 1987’s

American Playhouse production of Lemon Sky, the steamy 1991
romance Pyrates and 1995’s Murder in the First, in which Bacon
played a petty criminal who is brutally abused at Alcatraz. Bacon also
directed Sedgwick in 1996’s Losing Chase. 

It seems like they have one of the few Hollywood marriages that
endures — but Bacon refuses to boast about his happy home life. “I
don’t have any secret about why our marriage works. I hesitate to come
up with any formula because I find it annoying when I read it about
other people,” he says. “It’s a sure sign they’re about to get divorced
when you see a couple on a cover of a magazine holding each other’s
shirts up. We just take it one day at a time. If there’s a secret, it’s no
secret: I met the right person.”

And for this guy who just completed a 40-city tour with his
brother Michael and their rock band, The Bacon Brothers, acting is
still the right choice.

“What else could I do?” he jokes. “The rock band is great and I
love it, but I feel tremendously blessed to have a career as an actor.
It’s tough. There’s a lot of ups and downs and a tremendous amount
of insecurity. When you look at my career, you’re looking at a life-
time of 10 percent acceptance and 90 percent rejection — and I don’t
care who you are, that’s this business.

“If you can weather that storm and find something more important
than the business, that’s the main thing. The upsides are tremendous —
in terms of money and, well, people bitch and moan about being
famous, but the sh-t you get for being famous is amazing! EVERYBODY’s
nice to you…except for maybe the press once in a while.” 

Stephen Schaefer lives in Manhattan and covers the movies for a variety
of publications, including USA Today.

Remember the Titans (September)
Stars: Denzel Washington, Will Patton
Director: Boaz Yakin
Story: Based on a true story, Remember the
Titans tells of two high school football
coaches — one black and one white — in
Virginia, circa 1971. When the local school
board is forced to integrate an all-black
school and an all-white school, the question
becomes: Which man will get to lead the team? Determined to work
together, the two coaches teach the community a lesson about over-
coming prejudice and intolerance.

The Sixth Day (October)
Stars: Arnold Schwarzenegger, Tony Goldwyn
Director: Roger Spottiswoode
Story: Adam Gibson (Schwarzenegger) lives in a futuristic world where
cloning is commonplace for dogs, fish, pigs, etc. But not for humans —
because that’s illegal. So imagine Gibson’s surprise when he comes home
to find that a carbon copy of himself has moved in. He’s then forced to
enter a sinister underground world to figure out what’s going on.

Meet the Parents (October)
Stars: Robert De Niro, Ben Stiller, Teri Polo
Director: Jay Roach
Story: Greg Focker (Stiller) has met the girl of his dreams and they’re
getting married. But then he goes to meet her parents, and every-
thing that can go wrong, does. De Niro plays the girl’s intimidating fa-
ther. 

Pay it Forward (October)
Stars: Kevin Spacey, Haley Joel Osment, Helen Hunt
Director: Mimi Leder
Story: A young boy (Osment) is challenged by his teacher (Spacey) to
find a way to make the world a better place. The boy comes up with
the idea that if you do a good deed for someone, they will do a good
deed for someone, and so on, and so on. But, his mother (Hunt) isn’t
thrilled when her son’s first good deed is to bring a homeless junkie
into the house.

The Ladies Man (October)
Stars: Tim Meadows, Will Ferrell
Director: Reginald Hudlin
Story: The latest Saturday Night Live character to get the movie treat-
ment is Meadows’ smooth-talking, politically incorrect Ladies Man.
After being fired from his job for making lewd and inappropriate
comments, Ladies Man gets a mysterious call from an ex-girlfriend
identifying herself only as “his one true love.” She is now rich, and
wants him back — which would be great, if only he could figure out
which of his many conquests she is.

15 Minutes (October)
Stars: Robert De Niro, Edward Burns, Kelsey Grammer
Director: John Herzfield
Story: A police detective (De Niro) and a fire department investigator
(Burns) team up to find a pair of murderers who are trying to earn
their “15 minutes of fame.” Not surprisingly, the investigation turns
into a media circus, especially when an abrasive talk show host

comingsoon
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Bacon takes aim
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The History: The Toronto International Film
Festival celebrates its 25th anniversary this year.
Since 1976, it has grown from a modest little
event to what is widely considered to be the
second most important film festival in the world,
surpassed only by Cannes. Media, filmmakers
and, of course, plenty of stars now make an
annual late-Summer pilgrimage to T.O. from all
over the world. But festival organizers — and the

stars themselves — have always conceded that
it’s the dedicated Toronto audiences that make
the festival what it is. And that audience knows
its movies, too. In 1999, they gave American
Beauty the People’s Choice Award — it went on
to win five Oscars, including Best Picture.

To celebrate the 25th anniversary, Festival
organizers have planned two major events. From
August 25 to 31, all 22 movies that won the
People’s Choice Award between 1978 and 1999
(including Chariots of Fire, The Big Chill, Shine, The
Hanging Garden and Life is Beautiful) will be
screened at various Toronto theatres. Best of all,
the shows are free. For schedules and showtimes,
call 416.968.FILM, or check out their website,
www.bell.ca/filmfest. 

Also to celebrate the anniversary, 10 promi-
nent Canadian filmmakers were asked to create
original shorts (about four minutes each) for a
series dubbed “Preludes.” Each short will pre-
miere prior to one of the festival’s Gala
Screenings at Roy Thomson Hall. David
Cronenberg, Atom Egoyan, Mike Jones, Jean
Pierre Lefebvre, Guy Maddin, Don McKellar,
Jeremy Podeswa, Patricia Rozema, Michael Snow
and Anne Wheeler are all taking part.

A memorable moment from Piers Handling,
Toronto International Film Festival director
“Julie Christie was one of my goddesses when
I was a teenager. I’d seen her in a bunch of
Sixties films — Darling, Far From the Madding
Crowd, Dr. Zhivago. Well, in 1986 we did this
huge Latin retrospective and she was in an
Argentinean film called Miss Mary and came
to the festival with the director, Maria Luisa
Bemberg, and producer, Lita Stanic. The three
of them wanted to get into a film and I was
going to meet them at the theatre and walk
them in. And I’ll just never forget turning
around and seeing Julie Christie. That was a
breathtaking moment, suddenly being con-
fronted with the real person that you had
seen as larger than life. I mean, who can 
forget Zhivago? She was stunningy beautiful
as a 20-year-old just breaking into film, and
here she was quite a bit older, but still extra-
ordinary. Over the course of that week I got
to hang around with her — drink, chat, go 
to parties. She stayed around until the end 
of the festival and was going to fly back to
London on the Monday morning. Well, we
were all back in the office exhausted. I was
asleep on a couch, and Julie Christie phoned
from the airport to say goodbye. They didn’t
wake me up. [Deadpan pause.] So I woke up
from this catnap and the secretary came in
and said ‘Julie Christie just called. I told her
you were sleeping and she said, Oh, don’t
wake him then.’ So those are the bookends 
of my Julie Christie experience. She was com-
pletely down to earth, completely friendly
and had no pretension at all. I would de-
scribe her as being one of the most natural
movie stars I’ve ever met.”

From left: Glenn Close, William Hurt,
Kevin Kline and Jeff Goldblum at the
1983 TIFF premiere of The Big Chill

From left: Steve Buscemi, Harvey Keitel, Quentin Tarantino,
Tim Roth and Michael Madsen talk about Reservoir Dogs at
the 1992 Toronto International Film Festival

LET THE
Film Fests BEGIN
The Toronto International Film Festival celebrates its 
25th anniversary this year, but Montreal is right behind with 24
glorious years and Vancouver turns 19. Here’s all the info you
need to know before tackling this Film Fest Season

festivals

TORONTO INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL
www.bell.ca/filmfest
When does it take place? September 7 to 16
When will the lineup be announced? There
will be several press conferences over the
summer to announce different segments,
but the full lineup will be announced on
August 22
When can I order tickets? Passes and
coupons are already on sale
How do I get them? Call 416.968.FILM, or log
on to the official website, www.bell.ca/filmfest
How much do they cost? Single tickets
cost about $12 for regular screenings and
about $21 for Gala Screenings, while passes
range from about $90 to $280

Beau Bridges and 
Bonnie Bedelia at 
the 1983 TIFF





H
is résumé reads like a Hollywood’s
Greatest Hits Collection: Top Gun,
Beverly Hills Cop, Crimson Tide, Bad
Boys, The Rock and Armageddon. He’s

made superstars out of Tom Cruise, Eddie
Murphy, Will Smith and Nicolas Cage. And his
trademark formula of high-concept, high-
testosterone action blockbusters, amped-up by
loud music and even louder explosions, have
earned over $11-billion worldwide — a motion
picture record for a single producer.

But, for Jerry Bruckheimer — who first
crafted this rock ‘em, sock ‘em filmmaking
style with late partner Don Simpson — this

winning formula lives or dies by one uncon-
trollable hitch: “It’s my Parking Lot Theory,”
explains Bruckheimer, 55, sporting a neatly-
trimmed beard and dark suit, in an oceanside
hotel interview.

“When you walk from the theatre to the car
is when you decide whether the film is effec-
tive enough for you to then recommend it the
next day at the office,” he says. “When that
happens, the picture will succeed in the mar-
ketplace. It’s as simple as that. It’s built totally
on word-of-mouth.”

Which means film critics have little effect in
the Bruckheimer universe. This summer’s
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…IF PRODUCER JERRY BRUCKHEIMER’S PREVIOUS FILMS ARE ANY INDICATION,
IT WILL. BUT THIS MOVIE MARKS A DEPARTURE FOR THE MAN WHO BROUGHT
US TOP GUN, THE ROCK AND ARMAGEDDON. DAVID GIAMMARCO FINDS OUT
WHY BRUCKHEIMER CHANGED GEARS FOR THIS CHARACTER-DRIVEN FILM

COYOTE UGLY 
Make a Pretty Penny?

Bruckheimer on 
the set of Coyote Ugly

Piper Perabo gets wild in Coyote Ugly 

Will
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Gone in 60 Seconds failed to rev up critics, but
seized the highest opening weekend take of
any Bruckheimer film — $25.3-million.
Similarly, the mostly dismissive reviews that
greeted the opening of Armageddon in 1998
had no bearing on box office receipts.
Audiences flocked to the $150-million space
cowboy epic, making it the year’s highest-
grossing film with a take of more than $550-
million worldwide. “I had seen Armageddon
with so many preview audiences that I knew it
was going to work as a really great thrill ride,”
says the soft-spoken producer. “I had a gut
feeling about it and even said ‘I’m going to quit
this business if I’m wrong about this picture.’
And it’s probably the biggest picture I’ve ever
made...but you never really know for sure what
will work. You just have instincts.”

With the exception of a few under-performing
films like Days Of Thunder (1990) and The Ref
(1994), Bruckheimer’s instincts have pushed all
the right box office buttons. “But you still want
accolades for your work,” he admits. “No one
wants to read bad reviews. Why wouldn’t you
want good reviews and also win the Bank Of
America Award? Everybody wants that.
They’re being totally disingenuous if they tell
you anything different.”

Bruckheimer pauses. “I mean, I go to the
movies to feel something — to move me emo-
tionally, make me laugh, make me cry, make
me care about a character or theme. Not that
I’m always successful at doing it, but I certain-
ly go out there and try to do the same. That’s
the core of what I do.”

That may be why Bruckheimer is pulling a
U-turn from 60 Seconds with his new film,
Coyote Ugly. It’s a decided departure from his

usual machismo extravaganzas, instead recall-
ing his earlier female-centric hit, Flashdance
(1983). Based on a 1997 GQ story, Coyote Ugly
revolves around five racy and enterprising
young barmaids at a rowdy Manhattan water-
ing hole called Coyote Ugly (think Hogs ‘n’
Hefers). “These women are tough, ambitious
and smart,” explains Bruckheimer. “There’s a
method to their madness.”

Although the movie features Tyra Banks and
John Goodman, the rest of the cast is made up
of relative unknowns. Even director David
McNally is a newcomer, making his feature film
debut. Piper Perabo, who beat out thousands of
other young hopefuls in a North America-wide
casting search held last year, plays the lead
role of Violet, an aspiring songwriter from
small-town America, whose success is hindered
by her lack of confidence. But after taking a
day job at Coyote Ugly, she breaks free of her
inhibitions with the help of her sassy, bar-
dancing co-workers, and embarks on a wild
New York adventure. 

“I just hope the critics don’t have expecta-
tions when they see my name on the picture
and say, ‘Oh, it’s going to be another one of
these pictures that I don’t like,’” says
Bruckheimer. “Hopefully they’ll judge each film
individually.”

Without his usual  bel ls  and whist les,
Bruckheimer figured Coyote Ugly would be a
tough sell. So, he was surprised how quickly
the project came together. “It usually takes a
long time to get these things going,” he says.
“It’s unusual when you get a picture you’ve
only worked a year, or a year and a half on,
that gets made. I mean Beverly Hills Cop took
eight years to get made. Bad Boys took 10
years. And Top Gun took almost five years.” In
fact, of 40 different film projects he has in
development at any given time, Bruckheimer
figures only a mere half-dozen will ever get the
green light. “I try not to ever give up on any of
them, but that’s the reality,” he says. “Coyote
Ugly was a definite exception to the rule. It had
legs from the get-go.”

the son of a clothing salesman who emigrat-
ed from Germany just before World War II,
Jerry Bruckheimer grew up in Detroit, eventu-
ally producing award-winning commercials
that earned the 23-year-old prodigy a job with
a renowned Madison Avenue ad agency.
Moving on to Hollywood before his 30th birth-
day, Bruckheimer slipped effortlessly into film,
producing Farewell, My Lovely (1975) and
American Gigolo (1980). “I was always driven,”
says Bruckheimer. He soon teamed up with
Don Simpson, who was president of produc-
tion at Paramount Studios, to form what
would become one of the most infamous pro-
ducing partnerships in Hollywood history.
“Don was a small-town boy who grew up in
the studio system; I was the city boy who was
always the outsider,” recalls Bruckheimer.

In quick succession, Simpson/Bruckheimer
trotted out a hit parade of flashy, fast and furi-
ous films that embodied Eighties excess while
simultaneously earning them nasty reputations
as the pre-eminent bad boys of the film industry.
Simpson’s exploits with sex, drugs, alcohol and
money became the stuff of Hollywood lore and
Bruckheimer grew tired of the guilt-by-associa-
tion rap. “I was the opposite of my partner,”
explains Bruckheimer. “I’m not flamboyant or

“HOPEFULLY WE’RE GOING TO
CONTINUE TO MAKE DIFFER-
ENT KINDS OF MOVIES,” SAYS
BRUCKHEIMER.“ THEY’LL BE
MORE CHARACTER-DRIVEN
FILMS LIKE COYOTE UGLY AND
DANGEROUS MINDS.” 

▼ ▼

Perabo

Piper Perabo (lying) and Tyra Banks (left)
lead a cast of unknowns
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outgoing like that...but you end up getting
painted with the same brush.”

In fact, the two producers seemed such polar
opposites that many questioned how they main-
tained such a strong partnership. Bruckheimer
had always quietly remained in the background,
while Simpson vigorously courted the media
spotlight. “They complemented each other per-
fectly,” says director Tony Scott, who worked with
the pair on five films, including Top Gun (1986),
Beverly Hills Cop II (1987) and Crimson Tide (1995).

“Don was brilliant in his own way and Jerry
is brilliant in his own way...but they always
played this good cop/bad cop routine,” says
Scott. He remembers countless meetings in
their office at a 20-foot-long mahogany table,
with Simpson and Bruckheimer seated at each
end. He was stuck in the middle. “So you’d
always have to turn your head to look at one or
the other,” Scott laughs. “It was like a damn
tennis game. And while you’d be turning back
and forth, Don and Jerry would be giving each
other hand signals and facial cues. It was per-
fect for them, and their personalities, the way
their office was set up, ‘cause they could actu-
ally f--k with you royally.”

Simpson died of a drug overdose in January of
1996, a month after Bruckheimer severed their
partnership during the production of The Rock.
Before their split, it was clear Bruckheimer had
been carrying the company for a long while. “In
the last few years of his life, Don had really lost
interest in producing and wanted to be an actor,”
admits Bruckheimer, who rarely speaks of
Simpson’s troubled times. When Bruckheimer
received the news of Simpson’s death, he says “it
was a phone call you hoped you’d never get. But
the way Don lived his life, you felt someday you
would get it...yet even when it comes, it’s still a
shock.” Bruckheimer says he always tried to curb
Simpson’s indulgences, but “Don was going

down that path no matter
what. He had a mind of his
own. He was a very strong
individual and you could just
guide him only so far.”

Bruckheimer says i t
became very difficult “having
to always clean up the mess”
le f t  by  the bombast ic
Simpson. “He would always
say things to the press that
would create controversy
and make our lives very diffi-
cult. I mean, the press loved
him because he always gave
great quotes, but he would
offend artists and studio
executives. I’d always be
getting phone calls like

‘Why’d he say that?’ and you’d spend all your
time explaining why he said or didn’t say things...

“But the truth is that I really miss him. I lost
a good friend,” says Bruckheimer softly. “He
was an enormously talented and smart man...I
think it takes more than one or two intelligent
people to make a successful and intelligent
movie. You try to have as much IQ around you
as possible. So it’s a real loss.”

as a solo producer, Bruckheimer certainly
hasn’t lost his footing. Even his smaller-budgeted
films like Dangerous Minds (1995), made for
only $20-million, ended up grossing $180-million,
and Bad Boys (1995), which cost just $18-million,
pulled in over $150-million. “Hopefully we’re
going to continue to make different kinds of
movies,” he says. “They’ll be more character-
driven films like Coyote Ugly and Dangerous
Minds. But to be completely honest, it’s just
harder to get audiences in for those.”

But out of Bruckheimer’s five films currently
before the cameras, it’s the historic drama
Pearl Harbor — due out next June — that is gar-
nering the most attention. Boasting a $150-
million budget, an all-star cast that includes
Ben Affleck and Alec Baldwin and eye-popping
stunts and special effects, it’s an early con-
tender to be next summer’s blockbuster. Pearl
Harbor also marks the fourth collaboration
between Bruckheimer and director Michael
Bay, who brought his stylish bravado to previous
action flicks like Armageddon and The Rock.
“Disney looks to me to make these big event
movies, and since I’ve been doing pretty well
for them, they want to keep me on that track,”
Bruckheimer says with a grin. “But it doesn’t
mean I’ll always do that.”

David Giammarco is an entertainment journalist
based in Toronto.
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Burt Reynolds, who stars in The
Crew, has been making movies since
1961. But, if not for a knee injury, he
might have become a professional
athlete. What sport did he play?

Warren Beatty and Diane Keaton 
play husband and wife in this
month's Town and Country. They've
teamed up only once before.  
Name the movie.

Everyone knows
that Donald
Sutherland, star 
of Space Cowboys,
is Canadian. But 
in which city was
he born?

Nutty Professor II: The Klumps marks
Eddie Murphy's 21st big screen
movie. Name his first film. 

On the set of which romantic 
comedy did Kim Basinger, star of 
Bless the Child, meet her husband,
Alec Baldwin?

Which star of Autumn in New York
was banned from the Oscars after
criticizing the Chinese government
on-air at the 1993 ceremony?

Elizabeth Hurley plays the Devil in
Bedazzled. But she looked more like
an angel in the ads she did while
spokesperson for a big-name cosmet-
ics company. Name that company.

trivia
From left: director Tony Scott, Don Simpson, screenwriter
Robert Towne, Jerry Bruckheimer and actor Tom Cruise on 
the set of 1990’s Days of Thunder
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The History 
Alliance Atlantis Cinemas opened in September
of 1998 under the direction of Vancouver-based
Leonard Schein, who previously headed Festival
Cinemas. Most of the theatres already existed
and were simply taken over by the new compa-
ny, but a brand-new theatre was constructed
from the ground up in Toronto’s lively Beaches
community. With interiors designed by the
renowned firm Yabu Pushelberg, this theatre
represents the model for the string of new cine-
mas Alliance Atlantis is building across the
country. The chain is owned 51 percent by
Alliance Atlantis Communications and 49 per-
cent by Famous Players. “It’s a partnership,” says
Schein. “We’re independent of each other and
we cater to a different audience. Famous Players
caters their theatres more to a younger crowd. I
think they thought since Alliance Atlantis shows
a lot of upscale films, and since I have been
catering to this market through Festival Cinemas
for years, that it would be a good investment
on Famous Players’ part.”

The Concept
“We want to provide state-of-the-art cinemas with high quality films,” says Schein. “A lot of
times the new theatres don’t show the films that we show.” Schein sees his theatres as a cross
between art houses and mainstream theatres — and even within the chain, some theatres
concentrate more on indie films (like Vancouver’s Fifth Avenue Cinemas) and some (like the
Beach Cinemas) show the type of artier films that you’d also be able to see at your local
Famous Players. “Like American Beauty, for example,” says Schein. 

The Beach Cinemas 
Schein says they chose the high-end design team of Yabu Pushelberg because they wanted an
atmosphere where older people would feel comfortable. Like most of today’s theatres, the cine-
ma has a coffee bar. But the difference here is that, in the summer, the doors open onto trendy
Queen St. making it feel like an outdoor café. And then there’s the stage, where local perform-
ers are invited to play from time to time. “The day changes depending on the availability of the
artist,” explains Schein. As for the auditoriums (let’s not forget, they do show movies here), the
technical specs are similar to a SilverCity or Coliseum theatre, with floor-to-ceiling curved
screens, digital sound and stadium seating. The new theatres will all be based on the Beach
Cinemas model, complete with stages in the lobbies. 

IN THE TWO YEARS SINCE

A L L I A N C E  AT L A N T I S

C I N E M A S  L AU N C H E D,

THE CHAIN HAS GROWN

T O  S E V E N  T H E AT R E S ,

AND THERE ARE AT LEAST

FOUR MORE IN THE WORKS.

THOSE NEW THEATRES

W I L L  B E  U P S C A L E ,

STATE-OF-THE-ART VENUES

W H E R E  A U D I E N C E S

C A N  E N J OY  Q UA L I T Y

FILMS IN AN ELEGANT

ATMOSPHERE. WE TALK 

TO PRESIDENT LEONARD

S C H E I N  A B O U T  H I S

EXPANDING COMPANY

A N D  TA K E  YOU ON A

PHOTOGRAPHIC TOUR OF

THE CHAIN’S FLAGSHIP —

T H E  B E AC H  C I N E M A S

Step Inside
ALLIANCE ATLANTIS CINEMAS



The Pre-Movie Slide Show 
As a public service, Schein decided to show slides of local artists’ work (paintings, pottery,
even handmade original clothing) on-screen before the movie at no charge to the artist
or gallery. “It just seemed like a nice thing to do,” says Schein. “It’s hard for local artists to
make a living.”

The Concessions
“You’ll have different baked goods depending on what theatre you’re in,” Schein says.
“They’re all done by local suppliers, so we serve local coffee and there are local baked
goods. It’s just fresher, and it’s more in line with what’s popular in an individual city.”

The Celebrity Clientele
“They shoot a lot of movies here in Vancouver, so on Sunday nights a lot of the actors
who are in town come to the Fifth Avenue,” says Schein. “We’ve had Sylvester Stallone
who came to see The Limey, Gwyneth Paltrow when she was up filming that new film,
Duets. Ben Affleck came in here once. It’s sort of well-known in the Hollywood community
that when you’re in Vancouver, Fifth Avenue is the place to see films.”

The Existing Theatres
The University in Victoria
Fifth Avenue Cinemas in Vancouver
The Park Theatre in Vancouver
Bankers Hall in Calgary
The Cumberland in Toronto
Bayview Village Cinemas in Toronto
Beach Cinemas in Toronto

Coming Soon
There are currently four state-of-the-
art cinemas being built. Three of
them — Edmonton, Calgary and
Ottawa — are expected to open in
the Spring of 2001, while a new the-
atre in downtown Vancouver should
be ready by Christmas of that same
year. There are an additional two pro-
jects being negotiated. If those deals
go through, downtown Montreal will
have a new theatre by Christmas of
2001 and downtown Toronto will
have another in the Spring of 2002.
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Photos of the Beach Cinemas
by Evan Dion
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technology to enter the mind of serial killer Carl
Stargher (aka Stargher King), played by Vincent
D’Onofrio (Men in Black). Inside that “dream
world,” the images from your past create the
environment that surrounds you. Vince Vaughn
(1998’s Psycho) plays the FBI agent who talks
Catherine into entering Stargher’s mind so she
can find clues to the location of a missing girl. 

TOYBOX worked on all of the scenes that
took place inside that dream world — 32 min-
utes of labour-intensive footage that comprises
four different forays into the unconscious.
Dennis Berardi, Visual Effects Supervisor for
TOYBOX, was still putting the finishing touches
on the movie when he took time out to speak
with Famous about the project, working with
Jennifer Lopez and the future of special effects.

Famous: How did TOYBOX get this gig?
Dennis Berardi: A lot of the family that worked on
Fight Club moved on to work with Tarsem includ-
ing the visual effects supervisor, Kevin Haug.
Tarsem and David Fincher are very good friends,
so David said ‘You’ve gotta use this crew.’ 

F: How was this project different than others
you’ve worked on?
DB: The level of involvement — we’ve been
working on it for a year now. Usually, the direc-
tor will come and give you a very specific take,
and it’s just more about execution. But, here, we
were more involved from a design standpoint,
helping them translate their vision of what these
dream worlds might look like. The sequences
demanded a highly-stylized look and feel that
couldn’t be photographed, that couldn’t be tradi-
tionally art-directed in front of the camera. 

F: The images in this movie have a similar
feel to Tarsem’s music videos. Did you ever
feel like you were working on a music video?
DB: Actually, we felt like we were working on
four music videos because there are four
dream worlds and each one is a stand-alone
delivery with it’s own creative look and feel.
The first is where Stargher King is the meanest
and the baddest, and literally kicks Catherine
out of his world. For the second we had to build
a big, spiraling, London sewer-inspired tunnel
and a computer generated replica of the
Roman Pantheon. The third is where we see
some of the victims. There, we were involved
mostly in highly-localized colour treatments,
like really whacked-out colour correction, that
you don’t generally see in feature films. And the
fourth was called “Catherine’s World,” again
where we did the whole thing — whether that
meant painting on the images or adding little
computer generated elements here and there,
or a colour correct.

F: The images from Catherine’s World look
like they’re from an animated movie. Is that
what you were aiming for?
DB: Basically, what they wanted was a very
unreal, very plastic, stylized rendition. This is
supposed to be happening in a dream state,
and when you’re in a dream state you’re sup-
posed to know it. You have to have an instant
visual cue.

F: What happens in this scene?
DB: Catherine makes a connection with
Stargher and as the scene starts out, everything
is bright and she’s in this Virgin Mary type of
outfit. Then Stargher comes out to confront her
wearing this big cape. We manipulated, colour
corrected, painted, and computer generated
elements for that whole sequence — whether
it’s with a small blur here, or a major colour
correct there, or an animated element. There’s
this very dramatic shot when he first emerges
out of this little pool and his cape is actually
computer generated. 

F: Were you on set much?
DB: Yeah, we had an office on the lot at Warner
Hollywood studios. So any time we were
involved with shooting Jennifer against a blue
screen or a green screen, or one of the shots
had to be digitally enhanced in some way, I was
there to help supervise.

■ She was born in The Bronx, New York, on
July 24, 1970.
■ Her mother is a kindergarten teacher and her
father is a computer specialist.
■ In the gyms they called her “La Guitarra”
because her body is shaped like a guitar.
■ Her two idols are Rita Moreno and Madonna.
■ Her family comes from Puerto Rico.
■ She got her big break as one of the “Fly Girls”
on In Living Color
■ She had her first starring film role as slain
Latin pop sensation Selena in the 1997 movie
of the same name.
■ She got engaged to her Cuban boyfriend, Ojani
Noa, at the wrap party for Selena. They met
while Noa was waiting tables in Miami and were
only married for a year before divorcing in 1998.
Noa now runs a Los Angeles club called The
Congo Room which is co-owned by Lopez. 
■ She’s currently dating hip hop artist Sean
“Puffy” Combs.
■ The pair were arrested in December of 1999
after a shooting at a nightclub when police dis-
covered they had a stolen gun. Charges against
Lopez were dropped. Combs was indicted on
two counts of gun possession.
■ She couldn’t be with Combs on his birthday last
November because she was filming The Cell, so
she sent him a tape of herself singing “Happy
Birthday” while dressed up like Marilyn Monroe.
■ Jennifer’s body is insured for $1-billion, and
her butt is insured for $3-million.
■ She is the best-paid non-Caucasian actress in
Hollywood.
■ Her debut album, On the 6, was released in
1999 and sold more than 3 million copies
worldwide. The single “Waiting for Tonight”
earned her a Grammy nomination.
■ She’s known for wearing shocking outfits, like
the green scarf dress that revealed almost
everything from her neck to her toes at
February’s Grammy ceremony, or the sparkly
silver number that barely covered her breasts at
the VH-1/Vogue Fashion Awards in December.

Vincent D’Onofrio as Stargher
King inside “Catherine’s World”

▼ ▼

Famous Facts: Jennifer Lopez

Lopez and Vince Vaughn

Director Tarsem
instructs Lopez
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F: What’s your favourite image in the film?
DB: Jennifer falling through this spiraling mon-
strosity of space into this Roman Pantheon. The
detail that we put into that — just the lighting
and the colour palette that we used. We were
told it was supposed to be really creepy, yet
have a warm sense. I think it works really well.

F: What did it look like as Jennifer was film-
ing that scene?
DB: We put her in a hip rig where she’s sus-
pended from a grid from the ceiling with two
wires, one on her hip and one to support her
back. Then we put a big blue screen up and she
just play acts as if she’s falling. She was flailing
her arms and legs and we moved the camera
around. Then we removed the wires digitally
and removed her from the blue background.
That’s why we shoot people against florescent
blue because it’s not a colour that’s commonly
found in nature so you can remove it easily and
not effect real images. Then we put her in our
computer generated environment, sort of
shrunk her down, and twisted her around and
made her look like she was falling 65 feet
through this environment.

F: Did she seem to enjoy the process?
DB: We showed her a very rough animation of
what the sequence was going to be, and I think
once she understood that, she was happy to
accommodate and help us.

F: It looks like she had to do a lot of physical
stuff. How did she react to that?
DB: She did all the shots where you saw her
face, and she was fine with it. She understood
and was professional. Anything where you
didn’t see her face, she had a stunt double.

F: What was she like?
DB: Ahh…the stunt double or Jennifer? You don’t
care about the stunt double, do you. [Laughs.]
No, just kidding. She’s nice, what can I say? You
know, your exposure is limited because she’s a
very handled person. But she’s a pro. I think
once she and D’Onofrio understood that part of
our job was to tell the story, they warmed up to
the visual effects crew for sure.

F: Were there any unexpected problems with
the project?
DB: They shot a bunch of stuff in Namibia for a
desert sequence and a lot of the footage was

dirty because of all the sand — it needed to be
digitally dustbusted as we call it. We had to go
in and remove all the sand digitally. We’re still
working on it right now, painting out all the bits
of sand.

F: It seems like everything’s done digitally
now, no more models and makeup like the
early days of special effects companies.
DB: The tool-set that is available to us now is
such that we can create a computer generated
image, where you used to have to create a
physical model and photograph it. In the past,
you’d have a model shop and a pyro shop, and
you would build and photograph a lot of the
things. But now it’s moving more into the
realm of the digital. And TOYBOX’s strength is
that we are able to make images look as
though they were photographed when they’re
not — they’re digital, whether it’s a painted
image, a multi-layered composite image or an
animated image where we have created it 100
percent on the computer and rendered it to
look real.

F: So you don’t even have a pyro shop or a
model shop?
DB: No, we have motion control cameras
where we can photograph things, but our
approach is to photograph elements that will
help us in a layered approach to our generally
digital solutions.

F: Are pyro shops and model shops going to
be obsolete soon?
DB: Ummm…I wouldn’t want to be a model
builder today. It’s not a growth area. You can
now do a virtual model in computer generated
space, and I could show it to you and say, ‘Hey,
was this photographed or was this real?’ And I
promise you’d have a hard time answering.

F: What’s next for TOYBOX?
DB: Well, we’re working on a film right now
called Jason X [the next installment in the Friday
the 13th franchise]. It’s already shot on 35 mm
film with traditional actors and photographers
but we’re digitizing the whole movie into the
computer. From the first frame to the last line of
the credits, we’re doing something to the images,
whether it’s a colour correct, a complete graph-
ic animation with special effects or just a subtle
removal where we’re painting out a wire. It
lends total control to the filmmaker. And we’re
doing Champs, which is a Sylvester Stallone Indy
car racing movie. Wherever there’s a complicat-
ed crash sequence we’re looking at building
computer generated replicas of the cars and
doing the crashes in the computer as opposed to
having them photograph people.

cover story
▼ ▼

F

Lopez falls into
the Pantheon

D’Onofrio as 
Carl Stargher
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on the slate

RICCI IN RUSSIA
It seems there’s no end to the
comic book adaptations coming
out of Hollywood, and Christina
Ricci (Sleepy Hollow) is the latest
to get involved. The project is
Adrenalynn, based on the comic
created by Tony Daniels, and
revolves around an orphaned
Russian girl who is actually a half
human/half cyborg hybrid who
has been programmed to destroy
the United States. Not only will
Ricci appear on screen, but she,
along with her partner Andrea
Sperling, and Joel Silver (who
did The Matrix) will produce. 

TRAVOLTA CATCHES 
SWORDFISH
How quickly can John Travolta
rebound from the public drub-
bing he took after Battlefield
Earth? That remains to be
seen…but he’s hoping a thriller
called Swordfish will do the
trick. Travolta recently signed
on to play a spy who’s recruited
by the CIA to help coerce a
computer hacker to steal $6-
billion from the government.
Believe it or not, it’s based on a
true story. Travolta had been in
talks to star in another spy
thriller, Quiller Solitaire, but
apparently dropped it for this
one. Swordfish is scheduled to
go into production sometime
this Summer.

Janeane Garofalo and Patrick Warburton have signed on to play
cop partners in Barry Sonnenfeld’s Big Trouble. Tim Allen, Rene
Russo and Katie Holmes are already attached to the comedy
about a nuclear device that’s set to go off at a Miami airport. 
■ There’s a rumour that Adam Sandler might star in a remake of
the 1936 Gary Cooper classic, Mr. Deeds Goes to Hollywood, about
a man who inherits a fortune and then has to fend off those who
want to take advantage of him. ■ Matt Damon, Danny DeVito
and Mark Wahlberg are the latest stars reportedly considering
roles in Tim Burton’s remake of Planet of the Apes. ■ Speaking of
Wahlberg, he’s also considering a role in Criminal Conversation,
based on the 1994 novel by Evan Hunter. He would play a young
Mafioso pitted against a district attorney with a mission.

B R I E F L Y

CHRISTIAN’S REVIVAL ■ RICCI’S COMIC DEBUT ■ A PEEK INSIDE BILL MURRAY

INSIDE BILL MURRAY
Looks like reports of a Ghostbusters 3 were premature. In a recent
Entertainment Weekly article, Ivan Reitman, who directed the first two
Ghostbusters, revealed that it was really just Dan Aykroyd who was
interested in continuing the series that also starred Bill Murray and
Harold Ramis. As for Murray, who knows if he would even have had
time. The once-slapstick actor/comedian has honed his dramatic skills
over the past decade with dark roles in such movies as King Pin (1996),
Rushmore (1998) and Cradle Will Rock (1999). Now comes word he will
star in the new Farrelly Brothers live-action/animated film, Osmosis
Jones, slated for release in Spring 2001. The entire movie takes place
inside Murray’s body where an annoying white blood cell named Chris
chases a virus through his system. Sounds like another strange one. 

A FULL SLATE-R
Christian Slater is getting back on track. The Eighties heartthrob
(Heathers, Pump up the Volume, Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves) had a bumpy
ride there for a while. First, there were his personal problems — in 1998
he pleaded no contest to charges of abusing his girlfriend while being
under the influence of drugs and alcohol, and then he appeared in 1998’s
Very Bad Things, which most critics deemed a Very Bad Movie. But the
suave young actor stars in a string of upcoming movies starting with 
The Contender, a political drama expected out this Fall; then in December
his heist-pic, 3000 Miles to Graceland,
will be released; and he’s currently
filming Cletis Tout, a Tim Allen film
about a prison escape. Now comes
word that Slater will reunite with
director John Woo (they did 1996’s
Broken Arrow together) to do
Windtalkers. Slater and Nicolas Cage
will play soldiers assigned to guard
Navajo Indians who were put on
code duty during the war, since no
foreign power could crack the
Navajo language. Shooting begins
this month in Hawaii. (Tough gig.)

D&D DOIN’ FINE
Yes, the eagerly-anticipated Dungeons & Dragons movie may have
gone a little bit over budget. But, no, it’s not in any danger of being
scrapped. The movie’s director and co-writer, Corey Solomon, has
been busy dispelling rumours to the contrary. While the price tag for
the fantasy feature based on the popular Eighties board game may
have jumped from about $35-mil to $50-mil, that’s completely reason-
able for an effects-laden project like this one. The film, which stars
Jeremy Irons as the evil Profion and Thora Birch as the Empress of
Sumdall, is expected to be released this coming November or
December. Birch, who wowed critics in last year’s American Beauty,
will soon head to London to start work on her next film, a thriller
called The Hole about four teenagers who find a passageway leading
to an abandoned bomb shelter.

Bill Murray

Christina Ricci

Christian Slater
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hree out of three music makers agree —
performing in the great outdoors beats the
pants off playing anywhere else. Sure, you’re
at the mercy of the weather, marauding fans
and the occasional flying object, but stadium

seating, lights and a proper PA system be damned —
open air concerts are where it’s at.

“Outdoor shows come at exactly the right time for
us,” says Blue Rodeo vocalist Jim Cuddy. “The theatre
is a controlled environment, where there’s intimacy.
But you get tired of being sensitive. After six months
of doing that, it’s time to go outside.”

Patrick Pentland, guitarist for pop-rockers Sloan,
shares Cuddy’s love of  summer gigs. “Outdoor rock
shows really have little to do with music and more to
do with people getting together to have a good time,”
he says. “If you realize you’re the soundtrack to that
good time, you can enjoy the day. Plus, you get to wear
sunglasses and not look like a rock star dork.”

But it’s more than a good pair of shades that brings
positive energy to an outdoor show. “There’s fresh air,
not like a dingy old bar,” says Carl Gosine, audio engi-
neer and tour manager for fiddling fräulein Natalie
MacMaster. “And it’s usually sunny and warm.”

Sun and warmth — now that’s how it’s supposed
to be. Heck, even rain was alright at the mother of all
outdoor festivals, Woodstock. But crowds are a little
more rowdy these days, and while Pentland admits
rain is great for cooling down, “it’s usually followed
by mud being hurled at the stage.”

“I don’t know if you’ve ever witnessed a prairie
rainstorm,” Cuddy says of Blue Rodeo’s rainiest out-
door performance, “but they can be extremely calm
and beautiful one minute and, in an instant, turn vio-

lent. So we’re [at the Winnipeg Folk Fest] playing one
of our epics, like, oh, I think “Floating” or “Diamond
Mine”, Bobby Wiseman was on keyboards — and
when he plays keyboards, he jumps up and down.
This rainstorm comes up and Bobby would jump up
and hit the keyboards, and it was like he was orches-
trating this amazing outdoor light show.”

Rain, mud, hurricanes — none of it matters to techie
Gosine, for whom the number one priority is sound.
Outside, “it always sounds better, because mother
nature’s acoustics are better. Once, Natalie played the
Hollywood Bowl in August. It was beautiful — 18,000
people, but it’s like you’re in somebody’s garden —
there’s grass, plants, ivy. And it sounds amazing if
you’re in the front row or the last seat in the back row.”

But, in the heat of the summer concert moment,
fans and musicians alike can lose their senses and,
occasionally, tempt fate. At the end of Natalie
MacMaster’s outside shows, Gosine says, she invites
fans up on stage to dance with her. “So we’re at the
end of this show and the next thing you know, the
stage is full of 50 or 60 kids jumping up and down.
The promoter starts freaking out because the stage is
starting to bow in the middle every time the kids
jumped. Finally, it caught Natalie’s eye, but she was
calm, she just finished the song.”

Tempting fate, dodging flying mudballs and per-
forming during torrential downpours all make outdoor
shows better than regular stadium slots. But, above all,
it’s just that summery, off-the-cuff feeling of live music
under an open sky. As Cuddy says, “Playing outside is
like summer itself — you’re stripped of restrictions.”

Lezlie Lowe is music editor of The Coast, Halifax’s arts
and news weekly.

outthismonth
Artist: 54•40
Title: Casual Viewing
Label: Columbia/Sony

Artist: The Dandy Warhols
Title: Thirteen Tales
Label: Capitol/EMI

Artist: De La Soul
Title: Art Official Intelligence
Label: Tommy Boy/BMG

Artist: Diamond Rio
Title: Stuff
Label: Arista Country/BMG

Artist: Eve6
Title: Horrorscope
Label: RCA/BMG

Artist: Finger Eleven
Title: The Greyest of Blue Skies
Label: Epic/Sony

Artist: Wyclef Jean
Title: The Ecleftic — 2 Sides 

II a Book
Label: Columbia/Sony

Artist: KRS-ONE
Title: Retrospective
Label: Zomba/BMG

Artist: LL Cool J
Title: G.O.A.T.
Label: Def Jam/Universal

Artist: Mack 10
Title: Paper Route
Label: Virgin/Priority

Artist: JoDee Messina
Title: Burn
Label: Curb/EMI

Artist: Morcheeba
Title: Fragments of Freedom
Label: Warner International

Artist: S Club 7
Title: 7
Label: Polydor/Universal

Artist: Shaggy
Title: Hot Shot
Label: MCA/Universal

Artist: The Urge
Title: Too Much Stereo
Label: Virgin
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things

getout!
Great new outdoor stuff means 50 lashes for anyone caught inside this summer

AQUA LIGHT MASK
Whether you’re taking a nighttime dip in the pool, or exploring the murky
depths of a lakebed up at the cottage, you’re going to need
a little light. No problem, now that Wild
Planet has invented the Aqua Light Mask.
A waterproof compartment holds four
AAA batteries which power two built-in
lamps. The mask is recommended for
kids aged six to eight, but the adjustable
strap means that Mom or Dad can bor-
row it for a midnight dip. Retails for $15
(U.S.). Available online from eToys.com

OXYGEN SCOOTER
Weighing only six pounds, this aluminum-chassis
scooter can be folded up and slipped into your back-
pack when the school bell rings. Hey, even adults are
getting into the biggest craze of this summer and 
using scooters to get to work. Just fold it up and slip
it under your desk — you can’t do that with a bike.
The Oxygen Scooter features 100 mm wheels and a
rear brake system. Retails for about $150. Available
at all Sport Chek stores across Canada.

SMITH SLIDERS
Some people have a different pair of sunglasses to match each outfit.
Why bother, when you can get a pair of Smith Sliders and simply
change colours depending on your mood, or your T-shirt? Pop-out lenses
can be switched from dark and mysterious to funky, lemon-yellow in
seconds. There are 15 different colours to choose from. Retails for
$170. Available at all Sport Chek stores across Canada.

I Can See Clearly Now

Scoot Around
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The Salon.com Reader’s Guide
to Contemporary Authors
Edited by Laura Miller
From Salon.com, one of the smartest pop
culture sites on the web, comes this
guide to 225 of the most fascinating writ-
ers of our time. The talented critics and
reviewers at Salon.com provide profiles,
reviews and bibliographies of everyone
from Margaret Atwood to Alice Walker.

Garcia: An American Life
By Blair Jackson
This in-depth profile of Grateful Dead
frontman, Jerry Garcia, is being released to
coincide with the fifth anniversary of his
death. Writer Blair Jackson covered The
Dead for 25 years, and has written two
other books about the influential band.

The Titanic Reader
Edited by John Wilson Foster
If you’re still haunted by James Cameron’s
Titanic, you might enjoy this anthology
of literature about the legendary ship-
wreck. Survivor and witness accounts
are mixed together with pieces by such
great writers as H.G. Wells, Thomas
Hardy and George Bernard Shaw.

Love Letters: A Lover’s Guide
to Handwriting Analysis
By Paula Roberts
So, the endless worrying and long dis-
cussions with your girlfriends can’t
seem to help you decide whether the
guy you’re seeing is the one for you. No
problem. Just steal a sample of his
handwriting and buy this book. Love
Letters claims to help women under-
stand a man’s hidden motivations and
secret desires through a scribbled note,
or scrawled to-do list. Good luck.

Waiting: True Confessions 
of a Waitress
By Debra Ginsberg
Ever spend time slinging hash or busing
tables? Then you’ll probably get a laugh
out of this tell-all written by Debra
Ginsberg, who spent 20 years working
as a waitress. From tales of dingy diners
to stories about a five-star supper club,
Ginsberg spills the beans about
whether that coffee was really decaf,
and if waiters really spit in the food.

Brave Films, Wild Nights: 25 Years of Festival Fever
By Brian D. Johnson ($35, Random House)

It’s time to start hoarding rolls of film for your point-and-click in the
hopes of getting close enough to a celeb to pop a flashbulb in her 

direction. Yes, the 25th annual Toronto International Film Festival takes
place next month (Sept. 7 to 16). What? Not excited yet? Perhaps you
need a little reminder about what a fantastic event this has become over
the past 25 years. Fortunately, longtime Maclean’s film critic Brian Johnson
has summed it all up for you in this retrospective of the fest’s glitzy,
glossy, glamorous past. During those 25 years, the world-renowned event
has developed a curious personality by both celebrating big-name stars

like Robert De Niro and Martin Scorsese, and showcasing renegade independents like Michael
Moore, who premiered his groundbreaking Roger and Me in Toronto 11 years ago. Johnson also takes
you behind the scenes, sharing bawdy stories from the festival’s early years, delving into fabled bat-
tles with Canadian censors and tracing how a small affair started by a bunch of high-rolling
Canadian visionaries has become the place to premiere your film. And to give things some context
and p er spective, Johnson has gone to the trouble of doing fresh interviews with many of the actors 
and directors who made the festival the world-class celebration that it is today.

Healthy Life Kitchen
By Marilu Henner ($36, Regan Books)

Okay, so every celebrity and her
muscle bound trainer has released a

book of recipes. So why should we care
about this one by the red-haired former
star of TV’s Taxi? Four words: Man on the
Moon. Did you see Oliver Stone’s drama
about the late Andy Kaufman — comedian,
performance artist and star of that late
Seventies/early Eighties sitcom? For the
scenes in which Kaufman (played by Jim
Carrey) reluctantly tromps around the Taxi
set, Stone invited all the old cast members
— Henner, Jeff Conaway, Carol Kane  — to
step back in time and reprise their roles.
And, in Henner’s case, it looked like she re-
ally did step back in time. She’s hardly
aged at all. Anyway, who knows whether it
has anything to do with the diet and
health regimen she espouses. But if you
want to give it a try, this book contains
more than 200 dairy-free and sugar-free

recipes, many of
which use soy
and fish pro-
tein. From
breakfast, lunch
and dinner to
snacks and even
“healthy junk
food,” this is the
stuff that Marilu
swears by.

A Massive Swelling: Celebrity
Reexamined as a Grotesque,
Crippling Disease
By Cintra Wilson ($34, Viking)

If you prefer to believe
that celebrities are super-

talented masters of the arts
who deserve to be idol-
ized, then this book is not
for you. If, on the other
hand, you enjoy the
thought of aiming a large
and pointy pin at the giant
bubble that is fame, call
your local bookstore and

demand that they reserve a copy of this book for
you. Cintra Wilson, a tantalizingly caustic colum-
nist for the literary web mag Salon.com, burrows
into our fascination with celebrity in this collec-
tion of essays that are really more damning of
the machine that creates fame, than the stars
themselves. In fact, her slicing and often vitriolic
dissertations are actually about the pitiable hole
inside us all — that one we try to fill by making
ourselves prettier and more successful. But who
better to sum up Wilson’s intent than Wilson her-
self? In the intro, she writes, “As far as this book be-
ing a method of helping the world instead of hin-
dering it further, I can only state that here you will
find, for the most part, feverishly lambasting criti-
cism of our moronic culture today, which can act
as a kind of stringently abrasive cleanser on your
soul if you really have an open mind about it.” That
about sums it up.

—Marni Weisz
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Bored with 
THE 21st CENTURY?

Jasmina, a female wood-elf druid, walks
slowly through the brush to meet
MudMan at their scheduled location. She

squints to see the bridge off in the distance,
but the rain is coming down hard tonight. As
she gets closer, she hears two Iksar lizard-
men squabbling over property to her left,
but she pushes forward to her destination.

Truth is, Jasmina is probably some investment
banker named Jane, who sloughs off the monot-
ony of her day job by escaping, each night, into
a Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing
Game, or MMORPG. There are three big
MMORPGs — Origin System’s Ultima Online,
Sony’s EverQuest and Microsoft’s Asheron’s Call
—  each of which features an ongoing persistent
online world, where thousands of gamers can
log on simultaneously. Once inside that commu-
nal electronic landscape, they go on various
quests, either alone or in a group. You can
search for better weapons and armour while
exploring new lands, join a guild to sharpen
your skills as a warrior, collect valuable items
for sale or barter — or do something more chal-
lenging, like banding together to fight a dragon.

And these virtual worlds are huge — compa-
rable to 75 square miles in EverQuest’s case. In
Ultima Online, it would take over eight hours of
“real time” to travel through the land of

Britannia from south to north. For added realism,
both games include day and night transitions, an
evolving ecology and a political, social and eco-
nomic infrastructure. We’re talking considerable
depth, kids.

So, it’s not surprising that gamers are flocking
to these online worlds like druids to Stonehenge.
John “Arkorh” MacEwan, a 22-year-old student
from Dallas, Texas, says it’s the ability to control
the story that captures his imagination. “I’d much
rather dive into an unpredictable fantasy environ-
ment, where there are challenges and interaction,
than have someone spoon-feed me a lame story
on the tube,” he says.

“It’s also a social thing” MacEwan adds. “It’s
incredible that you can meet people from any-
where playing these games. And while you’re
playing, you’re chatting too, so you can get to
know people quite well.” 

In fact, it’s not unusual for these virtual
affairs to get quite serious. Marriages between
people who met slaying dragons often take
place online, though you may need a password
to view the ceremony in the castle. 

Marriage for the gamer whose spouse doesn’t
play, however, may not be as rosy. For example,
Tammy Bloom, a 29-year-old dental hygienist
from Toronto complains that she hardly sees
her husband since he purchased EverQuest in
March. “When you talk of drug or alcohol addic-
tion, people take you seriously. But good luck
getting a straight face out of someone when
you tell them your husband can’t stop playing
games on the internet,” she says. “Without exag-
gerating, I’ve woken up alone in the morning
many times and he’s still on the damn computer.
Now that’s a problem.”

It seems Tammy’s husband isn’t alone —
almost a quarter of a million gamers are paying
$10 (U.S.) a month for virtual residency in
EverQuest, while Ultima Online enjoys just over
200,000 active players, at roughly the same cost.
The game companies aren’t the only ones raking
in the cash. Because it takes so much time and
effort to build your character’s strength and
power, players have started selling thier Ultima
Online characters over online auction sites like

Join the scores of gamers escaping into 
Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games

name of the game

outthismonth
Disney’s Aladdin in Nasira’s
Revenge (PlayStation)
It seems Jafar’s nasty sister, Nasira,
has come to Agrabah to avenge her
brother’s death. The first thing she
does is banish the Sultan and his
daughter, Jasmine, to the outskirts of
the ancient city. Lively, colourful ani-
mation, exciting chases through city
streets and puzzles all add to the fun
in this battle between good and evil. 

NCAA Gamebreaker 2001
(PlayStation)
Up to eight players can fight it out on
the gridiron in this hard-hitting college
football game, and more than 250
new motion-capture images make the
animation as close to the real thing as
possible. Veteran college football
announcer Keith Jackson provides the
commentary.

NFL GameDay 2001 (PlayStation)
Photo-realistic stadiums with detailed
interiors and turf that gets grubbier
and grubbier as the game progresses
are just a couple of the improve-
ments in this latest edition of NFL
GameDay. Get physical with drag
downs, shoves and gang tackles, or
make stunning across-the-body “shoe-
string” catches.

D•2 (Dreamcast)
In this action/horror game, our
hero, Laura, is stranded in a remote
northern region of Canada after her
airplane is hit by a meteorite. There,
she takes shelter in a tiny cabin and
is forced to deal with bizarre crea-
tures, hunt for food and solve the
mystery behind what happened to
the rest of her crew. 

By Marc Saltzman

Sony’s EverQuest

eBay. Most go for a few hundred bucks. 
One thing is for certain, this phenomenon is

not going to go away anytime soon. More
MMORPGs are cropping up all the time, includ-
ing ones based on the Star Wars and Star Trek
universes (slated for next year), and add-on
expansion packs for Ultima Online, EverQuest
and Asheron’s Call debut about every six
months. But, before you decide to log on, just
make sure you’ve got the spare time.

Marc Saltzman is the author of Game Design:
Secrets of the Sages (Macmillan Publishing).





N
ot very long ago, but an eternity in web
time, there was a ridiculous number of
video, audio, and multimedia formats
and plug-ins floating around in cyber-

space. Every time you stumbled across a website
proclaiming the “hottest new thing” in online
multimedia, you had to download a new plug-in
to experience the thrill of a choppy, postage
stamp-sized video or pointless animation. It was
messy, confusing and, more likely than not,
gone in a month. Fortunately, there has been a
culling of the technology, making it less confus-
ing. And if you thought there was nothing worth
watching online, think again. As the quality and
speed of viewing online video has increased, so
have the number of sites that
show innovative and ingenious
short films.

There are two ways to watch an
online movie: download it, then
play it back; or watch it in real
time, as the movie is “streamed” to
your computer. Generally, down-
loaded movies are better quality,
but streaming video is more
immediate. Downloaded video
can be watched again and again
and (heaven forbid) can also be pirated, while
streaming media cannot be copied. 

Just like there are a number of different for-
mats for word processing files — Microsoft
Word, WordPerfect, Rich Text — so too are
there different formats for watching download-
able movies. The one you’ll see most often,
though, is a format known as an MPEG. 

The simplest MPEG player to use is Apple’s
QuickTime. (Yes, it works in Windows as well.)
QuickTime is included as a plug-in with newer
versions of both Netscape and Internet
Explorer, so chances are you already have it. If
you don’t, it can be easily downloaded from
www.apple.com/quicktime/. 

Jason Wishnow, founder of New Venue
(www.newvenue.com), the granddaddy of
online movie sites, says downloading is best for
short clips — a few seconds to a few minutes —

because “the quality of the format allows viewers
to watch the movies exactly as they appeared
when they left the filmmaker’s computer.”

But it’s streaming video that’s getting all the
attention these days. While a two-minute MPEG
may take hours to download (depending on your
modem speed), a two-minute streaming file
takes two minutes, more or less. And the file isn’t
stored on your hard drive, which is a real plus for
low bandwidth, low memory computers.

Real Networks (www.real.com) was the first
kid on the streaming block, and though the
quality of early efforts was laughable, it built
up a large user base because it had the market
all to itself — and their technology has
improved enormously. But Real Networks is

getting a run for its money from
QuickTime version 4, which
allows moviemakers the option
of creating a downloadable or
streamable movie; and from the
new Microsoft Media Player
(www.microsoft.com), and its
Active Streaming Format (ASF).
Using a compression/decom-
pression format, or “codec”,
known as MPEG-4, ASF is tak-
ing the net by storm. Graeme

Bennett, editor of PC Buyers Guide.com
(www.PCbuyersguide.com), says the technology
is pretty amazing: “A well-produced MPEG-4 clip
can produce, on today’s more powerful PCs,
video quality that approaches the smoothness
and fidelity of a digital video disc (DVD).”

Add to that some wily hackers, who have
cracked the ASF code — allowing them to
record high-quality, full-length movies on a
single CD — and you have, says Bennett,
“something akin to what MP3 is to audio.”

All of these players are available for free
online. A word of warning, though. If you’re
using an old computer, online movies will still
look terrible because your machine doesn’t have
the guts to support the level of the broadcast.

Trent Ernst is a freelance writer based in Chilliwack,
British Columbia.
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bit streaming

So now you know how to watch shorts
online. Here’s where to find them

ATOM FILMS
www.atomfilms.com
With a tagline like, “Get into our shorts,”
you know it’ll be provocative. No, Atom
Films doesn’t have anything to do with
Canadian filmmaker Atom Egoyan. But it
is a fantastic place to find short films of
all kinds.

IFILM
www.ifilm.com
A cornucopia of short films are organized
into such categories as student, spoof,
thriller, must-see, experimental and sci-fi.
But IFILM is also a great place for your
mainstream movie news, and to find links
to other cool sites.

MINUTE MOVIES
www.minutemovies.com
A well-organized site that features a good
selection of foreign films, as well as info
about short film festivals and resources
for filmmakers.

NETFEST
www.netfest.com
Old films, new films, fun films and docs are
all rated by viewers for easy browsing. The
site’s organizers take pride in the quality of
the films: “There are no home videos mas-
querading as short films here,” they write. 

SHORTBUZZ
www.shortbuzz.com
Choose by comedy, drama, action, anima-
tion, horror, etc. Or, just watch the “Film
of the Day” at this well-organized site.
You can also submit your own creations.

TRAILERVISION
www.trailervision.com
Watch trailers for films that don’t even ex-
ist — Mission Impossible 3, I Know What
You’ll Want Next Summer, You’ve Got Hell.
This Canadian site has been featured in
Entertainment Weekly and on CNN.

get short-sitedWATCHING 

web flicks
By Trent Ernst

SCARED OF THE                                NEEDED TO VIEW 
MOVIES ONLINE? DON’T BE
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David Usher, lead singer for the
alternative band Moist, is at
home in Montreal. But not for
long. He and the band — guitarist

Mark Makowy, bassist Jeff Pearce, drummer
Paul Wilcox and keyboardist Kevin Young —
have just returned from a tour, and in a cou-
ple of days will head back out on the road.
So, he’s trying to take advantage of a little
downtime. This morning he had breakfast
with a few friends, “at a place downtown we
always go.” But he hasn’t had much time to
spend just hanging out since 1993, when
the folks at EMI Music Canada got a hold of
Moist’s self-titled indie cassette. The band
soon recorded their big label debut, Silver,
which went on to sell 400,000 copies in
Canada and Moist were instantly one of the
hottest bands in the country. In 1996, they
released their sophomore album, Creature,
and in the summer of 1998 Usher released a
well-received solo effort called Little Songs.
Last year, the band proved they have stay-
ing power with their very successful third
album, Mercedes Five and Dime. Despite his
hectic schedule, David Usher found a few
minutes to speak with Famous about his
five favourite films, his second solo album
and whether he could ever see himself on
the big screen.

ON HIS FIVE FAVOURITE FILMS “No. 1 is American
Beauty. It’s got a very interesting view and
philosophy of life. It’s sort of where I sit on
things, so I was quite moved by the film. It talks
about the small things in life and how you have
to find what’s important. And also there’s the
classic ending where things don’t always work
out like they’re supposed to — the idea that he
finds his true self and then it’s over. The last
event in his socialization was the scene
between him and the young girl where he real-
izes that she’s just a kid. So he has that
moment and then he gets killed, which sort of
reminds you that you can’t have happiness for
too long. But at least he had it for a second. It’s
very much like the plastic bag scene, where
you go moment to moment constantly trying to
get to the next moment and never appreciating 
the one you’re in. • No. 2 is Being John
Malkovich. It’s just a really inventive story,
Spike Jonze is a really inventive guy. And the
way it was shot was really interesting. Also, I’m
a big John Cusack fan. • No. 3 is Looking for
Richard, which is a great film. The editing is
one of the most incredible things about it. You
get a real sense of construction and decon-
struction. This group of actors is going through
different interpretations of the script [for
Shakespeare’s Richard III] and they put little

parts of the play on for you. There are some nice
cameos — but really it’s all Al Pacino. • No. 4 is
Planet of the Apes. I just dig the film, I’ve
always loved it since I was a little kid. Every
once in a while I’ll rent the series and watch it
through. • And No. 5 is La Haine (The Hate), a
French movie. It’s basically about youth culture
among immigrants in Paris, and just about
their direction. It’s a pretty interesting film.”

ON WORKING ON HIS SECOND SOLO RECORD “I
think it’s going to be quite different from the
first one. I’m sort of playing around, experi-
menting with a lot of friends. Since I’m working
with a lot of different people, I’m doing a lot of
traveling and just having a lot of fun letting
things flow and go as they do. The last one was
very much centred in my apartment, and this
one is going to be done all over North America.
It’ll be coming out some time in the New Year.”

ON HOW MOIST IS DOING IN THE STATES “We’re
working, if you know what I mean. We’re doing
mostly radio festivals, so you’re on with a
bunch of bands playing to a decent-sized audi-
ence, like 5,000 or something. But you’re not as
well known, so you have to work a lot harder.”

ON WHETHER HE’S EVER TEMPTED TO TRY ACTING
“Yeah. I’ve been offered a bunch of scripts. But I
haven’t seen anything that I thought I could do
well, or that interested me much. You want to do
something that you think is within your range and
that is interesting. And my range would be small.
[Laughs.] I mean, a lot of people have taken
acting classes, and I did, too, when I was at uni-
versity [he went to Simon Fraser]. But it takes a
lot to be an actor. People that haven’t acted
before think it’s easy — that you just get up there
and you do it. But I realize that it’s a developed
skill that you have to work at.”           —Marni Weisz

MOIST’S 

David Usher 
MAKES HIS PICKS

five favourite films 
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Drowning Mona (August 1)
Stars: Bette Midler, Danny DeVito, 
Neve Campbell
Director: Nick Gomez
Story: In the small town of Verplank, N.Y., the
chief of police has to figure out who killed long-
time resident Mona Dearly (Midler). But it’s not
an easy task, since almost everyone in town had
some reason to want Mona dead.

A Map of the World (August 8)
Stars: Sigourney Weaver, Julianne Moore
Director: Scott Elliott
Story: A troubled woman (Weaver) who has
recently moved to a small town with her husband
and two children is accused of child abuse when
one of her neighbour’s daughters accidentally
drowns in her pool.

Princess Mononoke (August 8)
Voices of: Gillian Anderson, Claire Danes, 
Minnie Driver
Director: Hayao Miyazaki
Story: In this dark animated feature from
renowned Japanese director Hayao Miyazaki,
Princess Mononoke (Danes), a young woman
raised by wolves, sets out to defeat all humans. 

Reindeer Games (August 8)
Stars: Ben Affleck, Charlize Theron, Gary Sinise
Director: John Frankenheimer
Story: An ex-con (Affleck) attempting to start a
new life assumes the identity of his deceased ex-
cellmate, starts a relationship with that cellmate’s
female pen pal, and then gets caught up in her
brother’s scheme to rob a casino.

Titus (August 15)
Stars: Anthony Hopkins, 
Jessica Lange
Director: Julie Taymor
Story: In this brutally violent
telling of one of Shakespeare’s
most gorey plays, Titus Andronicus,
Roman general Titus (Hopkins)
returns home from a bloody victory
over the Goths with their Queen
(Lange) and her three sons in tow.
He then adds insult to injury by insisting on the
ritual sacrifice of the Queen’s eldest boy.

The Cider House Rules (August 15)
Stars: Michael Caine, Tobey Maguire, 
Charlize Theron
Director: Lasse Hallstrom

Story: Michael Caine won the Best
Actor Oscar, and John Irving won for
Best Adapted Screenplay, for this big
screen version of Irving’s best-selling
novel. Caine plays Dr. Wilbur Larch,
who runs an orphanage where he
also performs abortions. Maguire
plays Homer Wells, an orphan raised
by Larch and trained to follow in his
footsteps. But Homer has doubts
about the controversial procedure,
especially after he meets the beauti-
ful Candy Kendall (Theron).

Holy Smoke! (August 15)
Stars: Kate Winslet, Harvey Keitel
Director: Jane Campion
Story: A young Australian woman

(Winslet) travels to India seeking spiritual
enlightenment and finds herself following the
teachings of a guru. Back home, her family
believes she has been brainwashed by a cult,
and sends an American man (Keitel) to find, and
deprogram, her.

Erin Brockovich (August 15)
Stars: Julia Roberts, Albert Finney
Director: Steven Soderbergh
Story: Erin Brockovich (Roberts), a brash single
mother of three, takes a job as a legal secretary
with a small law firm. Not content to spend her
day filing and taking dictation, Brockovich
uncovers one of the biggest environmental
crimes in the history of the United States and
sees it through to trial. Based on a true story.

The Tigger Movie (August 22)
Stars: Tigger, Winnie-the-Pooh, Eeyore
Director: Jun Falkenstein
Story: After getting in the way of Winnie-the-Pooh
and the gang’s attempts to build Eeyore a winter
home, Tigger sets off into the Hundred-Acre
Wood in search of a family of Tiggers to bounce
around with.

Supernova (August 22)
Stars: James Spader, Robin Tunney, 
Lou Diamond Phillips
Director: Walter Hill
Story: In the 22nd Century, the crew of a deep
space medical vessel answers a distress call
from a mining operation in a distant galaxy.
But, the man they rescue may be an evil alien.
The really bad news is that the ship is getting
sucked in by the gravitational pull of a star
about to go supernova.

American Psycho (August 22)
Stars: Christian Bale, Willem Dafoe, 
Reese Witherspoon
Director: Mary Harron
Story: Based on the controversial novel by 
Brett Easton Ellis, American Psycho tells of a 
self-absorbed, egotistical stock broker (Bale) 
living in the superficial Eighties. Turns out this 
egomaniac is also a ruthless killer who preys 
on young women. Director Harron is the 
daughter of Canadian broadcaster/comedian 
Don Harron.

I Dreamed of Africa (August 29)
Stars: Kim Basinger, Vincent Perez
Director: Hugh Hudson
Story: Basinger plays Italian environmentalist
Kuki Gallmann in this true story about
Gallmann’s journey to Africa. There, she helps
save endangered animals, but is also devastated
by personal tragedy.

on video

Kim Basinger in I Dreamed of Africa

Princess Mononoke fights
human enemies

PLAY REINDEER GAMES, GO SUPERNOVA OR LEARN THE CIDER HOUSE RULES
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LEO
July 23-August 22
Has sentimentality been lacking in your love
life? Well, get ready for a turnaround because
your suddenly demonstrative partner is going
to spend the month spoiling you. Enjoy it. But
one warning for the end of the month — stay
away from opportunists, especially those who
seem a little too eager to please.

VIRGO
August 23-September 22
Spending habits need an honest review — do
it soon. From the 10th to the 17th, feel free to
request any kind of favour — you’ll be surprised,
and pleased, by the answer. An old flame may
try to contact you toward the middle of
August. Romance mixes well with travel, espe-
cially after the 19th.

LIBRA
September 23-October 22
That keen Libra eye works wonders throughout
August. By carefully analyzing trends, you can
predict patterns involving everything from a
partner’s behaviour to the financial market-
place. Meanwhile, a tug-of-war between you
and a neighbour is almost over. But you may
have to play the heavy, or even be devious, 
before a final resolution is found.

SCORPIO
October 23-November 21
You’re suddenly seeing things from a more pos-
itive perspective. Perhaps your partner was
merely preoccupied, not aloof; or maybe a rela-
tive’s odd behaviour is just an eccentricity. And
your new sunny disposition at work, combined
with your loyalty, leads to a bonus. If you decide
to ask for a promotion, remember that your atti-
tude is as important as your qualifications.

SAGITTARIUS
November 22-December 22
Whatever has been lacking in your love life
finally materializes. But stay on your toes or this
improvement could just be a quick-fix rather
than the start of a long-term solution. Focus is
on the arts around the 20th, as you, or someone
you love, makes a literary or dramatic debut.

CAPRICORN
December 23-January 20 
Communication breakdowns are scattered
throughout August. Get things in writing and
don’t delete electronic messages. If you need
to consult someone about private matters, be
super-careful in your choice of confidant. If
making any sort of daring decision — espe-
cially when it comes to romance — wait until
the 16th.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 19
Friends are manic and neighbours are intrusive,
but a relative (probably a younger one) is about
to come through. You hate being bored, but
don’t worry — this will be a month to remem-
ber even for a partier like you.

PISCES
February 20-March 20
This is the month to draw up a blueprint for
the rest of the year. Emphasize health, fiscal
planning and friendship — with the emphasis
on balance. Everything else will fall into place.
Property deals require a hard-nosed approach.
If making a major purchase, look for guaran-
tees and workmanship, not bells and whistles.

ARIES
March 21-April 20
A chance encounter with a former love interest
sends you into flashback territory. Writing
about your memories of that old flame may
help you work through those confusing old
feelings. Mid-month is critical for sealing agree-
ments. Money-making opportunities beckon
during the last week of August.

TAURUS
April 21-May 22
Family differences can be smoothed now,
thanks to the support of a tight circle of
friends. A pet project gets the go-ahead around
the 12th, and you can thank an adversary for
his surprising support on that one. Spend
more time on the details of your appearance
throughout the month. You may think it’s all
superficial, but the late-month payoff is worth
the trouble. 

By Dan Liebman

GEMINI
May 23-June 21
“Fails to realize full potential.” Is that what your
teachers said? This month, you’ve got the drive
and the focus to prove them wrong. A partner
shows a gentler side, meaning you can expect a
lovely gift. One cautionary note: Do whatever it
takes to keep a family issue from flaring up dur-
ing the week of the 21st.

CANCER
June 22-July 22
Turf-war alert! A co-worker may turn territorial,
with the object under dispute being some plum
assignment. The first two weeks of August are
exceptionally good for making long-term fitness
and diet plans. Unexpected cash is offset by a
surprise expense, but, overall, you wind up on
the good side of the balance sheet.
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1st Jerry Garcia
2nd Kevin Smith
3rd Martin Sheen
4th Billy Bob Thornton
5th John Huston
6th Lucille Ball
7th David Duchovny
8th Dustin Hoffman
9th Melanie Griffith

10th Rosanna Arquette
11th Hulk Hogan
12th George Hamilton
13th Alfred Hitchcock
14th Steve Martin
15th Ben Affleck
16th Madonna
17th Robert De Niro
18th Patrick Swayze
19th Bill Clinton
20th Isaac Hayes
21st Carrie-Anne Moss
22nd Tori Amos
23rd Shelley Long
24th Marlee Matlin
25th Sean Connery
26th Macaulay Culkin
27th Paul Reubens
28th Jason Priestley
29th Rebecca DeMornay
30th Cameron Diaz
31st Van Morrison

stargazing
august horoscope
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famous last words

KEANU REEVES “I love playing with my
rock  band, Dogstar. There are so many
great moments involved in being with a
band: rehearsal, performance, hanging out,
traveling.”

JOHN TRAVOLTA “I love to dance. When I
dance, I’m the only person on the floor. I
dance for myself. It’s cool. Dancing is acting.
It’s attitude.”

PATRICK SWAYZE “I raise Egyptian Arabian
horses at our ranch in the San Gabriel
Mountains near Sunland, California. I’m pas-
sionate about breeding them. And I love to
show them, but I get more nervous showing
a stallion in front of five judges than for any
movie. You know, the horse industry can get
as cut-throat as the movie industry.”

WILL SMITH “I love golf. I played with Tiger
Woods a while ago but I took it easy on him. I
didn’t want to go out there beatin’ on the boy.
So I let him take me by 26 strokes.”

JEREMY IRONS “Music. I love to play my
steel-string guitar. I’m more into blues than
rock ‘n’ roll. I got really into it when we
made Lolita in New Orleans and traveled
around the South. I began to play in quite a
different way. My teenage son Sam is more
into contemporary music.”

NICOLE KIDMAN “Rock climbing. It’s a scari-
ness that’s controllable.”

JEFF GOLDBLUM “I love playing the piano.
I’ve been playing since I was 10. I love music,
particularly jazz and improvising. I like to
play an hour or two each day. Occasionally, I
play with [actor] Peter Weller at Le Petit Four
in Los Angeles.”

10 STARS TALK ABOUT THEIR PASSIONATE PURSUITS
HOLLY HUNTER “I love to scuba dive. I’ve been
diving off Greece in the Aegean Sea and in New
Zealand. I learned to dive in Puget Sound,
where it was grey, spooky, dense and cold.
That’s where I first discovered the kelp beds,
starfish and octopus with their glistening, pearly
egg sacs. I like the feeling of being in the water,
the feeling of physical light. It’s probably the
closest you can come to flying.”

ROBERT DUVALL “I love dancing, so much
that my hobby has become an obsession. I
brought a guy to the United States from
Argentina. He’s an ex-jockey and former
horse trainer who teaches dancing. He’d never
been to America and I had an extra ticket that
was going to waste, so I brought him back
with me. I work a couple of hours with him as
a personal trainer and I’m exhausted.”

PIERCE BROSNAN “I love to paint. It’s very
soothing and it enhances the acting. They go
hand in hand, involving a sense of balance, a
sense of timing, a sense of leaving yourself
alone. When you paint, you have to relax and
let your mind go. You have to visualize what
you want to do and have a steady hand. It’s
the same with acting.”

—Susan Granger
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